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Comfort is a situation where have the debts and basic human needs that are the needs will the societal convenience and security in the community , in this regard in the process to maintain the security of the district badung especially kecamatan kuta , kuta kuta north and south who are at the region tourism so need to the power of orderliness terpenuhnya a sense of security with always be a job that carrying out a patrol with. 
To meet it then made a system patrols and integrated security in the lines prone to the potential breach of public order and peace the community worked together with the reservoir to , the police , public order and transportation department .
With the system activity patrols and security integrated ( sipamanpadu ) who was the implementation of district regulation badung number 7 2016 was expected to improve coordination and sinegritas between local government, police, and the military to realize security and order and the purpose of this system to increase the presence of security staff at the heart of communities as a precaution the emergence of the criminality and prevention disruption in security and public order for the purpose provide security, protection, and people protector as well as tourists.
Set out at dawn from this fact is , so the writing of this have to do with the title  the implementation of the program sipamanpadu ( a system of patrols and integrated security ) by a unit polisi pamong praja in district badung in order to understand the to the success of the is a regional regulation which have been made .
The success of the implementation itself can be measured by the success of the policy on the berlandas according to george c .Edwards , the communication , resources , disposition , and a structure of .
Based on what facts that was mentioned by these by edward above , it means the situation is conclude that the place where the implementation of the program sipamanpadu been going very a satisfactory condition but has not yet been optimized
advice provided is to have continue to be done by the effort to responsive by working to build good communications so that initiative between the governments of to the general public so as to create the condition of being needed each other between the government , and the community .

